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Modern Masters Instants
Color Mana Cost

Card
Angel’s Grace
Path to Exile
Otherwordly Journey

White

Test of Faith
Blinding Beam
Gleam of Resistance
Stir the Pride

Brief Card Text
Split second. You can’t lose game, opp. can’t
win. Dmg. that reduces life to <1 reduces it to
1 instead
Exile tar. ¢. controller may search for basic
and put onto field tapped
Arcane. Exile tar. ¢. Return to field under
owner’s control at beginning of next end step
with +1/+1 counter
Prevent next 3 dmg. dealt to tar. ¢ and put a
+1/+1 counter on it for each dmg. prevented
this way
Choose 1- Tap 2 tar. ¢; creatures don’t untap
during tar. player’s next untap step. Entwine
¢ you control get +1/+2, untap them.
Basic landcyling
Choose one- ¢ you control get +2/+2; they
gain “whenever this ¢ deals dmg, gain that
much life.” Entwine

Pact of Negation

Counter tar. spell. Pay
at the beginning
of your next upkeep or lose the game

Reach Through Mists

Arcane. Draw a ©

Spell Snare

Counter tar. spell with CMC 2

Dampen Thought
Echoing Truth
Peer Through Depths

Blue

Rarity

Perilous Research
Logic Knot
Erratic Mutation
Thirst for Knowledge
Gifts Ungiven
Careful Consideration

Arcane. Tar. player puts top 4 © of library
into graveyard. Splice onto arcane
Return tar. nonland permanent and all with
same name to owner’s hand
Arcane. Look at top 5 © of library. You may
reveal an instant or sorcery and put in hand,
put rest on bottom in any order
Draw 2 © then sacrifice a permanent
Delve. Counter tar. spell unless its controller
pays
Choose tar. ¢. Reveal © from library until
you hit a nonland ©. ¢ gets +X/-X where X is
that © CMC. Pull all revealed © on bottom in
any order.
Draw 3 © then discard 2 © unless you discard
an artifact
Search library for up to 4 © with difference
names and reveal. Tar. opp. chooses 2 to be put
in graveyard and the rest in your hand
Tar. player draws 4 © then discards 3. If this
spell is main phased, discard 2 instead
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Modern Masters Instants
Card
Rarity
Cryptic Command
Traumatic Visions
Slaughter Pact
Extirpate
Peppersmoke

Black

Death Denied
Drag Down
Horobi’s Whisper
Death Rattle
Brute Force
Crush Underfoot
Desperate Ritual
Fury Charm

Red

Glacial Ray
Shrapnel Blast

©
Counter tar. spell. Basic landcycling
Destroy tar, nonblack ¢. Pay
at the
beginning of your next upkeep or lose the
game
Split Second. Choose tar. © in graveyard
except basic land. Search owner’s graveyard,
hand, and library for same name and exile.
Tribal-Faerie. Tar. ¢ gets -1/-1. Draw a © if
you control a faerie.
Arcane. Return X tar. ¢ © from graveyard to
hand
Domain- tar. ¢ gets -1/-1 for each basic land
type you control
Arcane. If you control a swamp, destroy tar.
nonblack ¢. Splice onto arcane- exile 4 ©
from graveyard
Delve. Destroy tar. nongreen ¢. It can’t be
regenerated
Tar. ¢ gets +3/+3
Tribal- Giant. Choose a Giant you control. It
deals dmg. equal to its power to tar. ¢
Arcane. Add
to your mana pool. Splice
onto arcane
Choose one- Destroy tar. artifact; tar. ¢ gets
+1/+1 and trample; remove 2 time counters
from tar. permanent or suspended ©
Arcane. Deal 2 dmg. to tar. ¢ or player. Splice
onto arcane
Additional cost- sacrifice an artifact. Deal 5
dmg. to tar. ¢ or player.

Sudden Shock

Split second. Deal 2 dmg. to tar. ¢ or player.

Torrent of Stone

Arcane. Deal 4 dmg. to tar. ¢ Splice onto
arcane- sacrifice 2 mountains

Fiery Fall
Green

Brief Card Text

Choose 2- Counter tar. spell; bounce tar.
permanent; tap all ¢ your opp. control; draw a

Deal 5 dmg. to tar. ¢. Basic landcycling

Summoner’s Pact

Search for a green ¢ ©, reveal it, and put in
hand. Pay
at the beginning of your next
upkeep or lose the game

Echoing Courage

Tar. ¢ and all with same name get +2/+2
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Card
Rarity
Krosan Grip

Green

Reach of Branches
Sylvan Bounty

Gold

Electrolyze

Brief Card Text

Split Second. Destroy tar. artifact or
enchantment
Tribal- Treefolk. Put a 2/5 G Treefolk Shaman
token onto battlefield. Return this © from
your graveyard to your hand whenever you
play a forest
Tar. player gains 8 life. Basic landcycling
Deal 2 dmg. divided as you choose among 1
or 2 tar. ¢ or player. Draw a ©

Lightning Helix

Deal 3 dmg. to tar. ¢ or player, you gain 3 life

Hybrid

Manamorphose

Add 2 mana in any color combination to your
pool. Draw a ©

Color Mana Cost

Modern Masters Flash Creatures
Card
Rarity
Spellstutter Sprite
Pestermite

Blue

Scion of Oona
Vendilion Clique

Hybrid

Abilities

1/1, flying. When it enters the battlefield,
counter tar. spell with CMC X or less where
X is the # of faeries you control
2/1, flying. When it enters the battlefield, you
may tap or untap tar. permanent
1/1, flying. Faerie lord, other faeries have
shroud
3/1, flying. When it enters the battlefield, look
at target player’s hand. You may choose a
nonland ©. If you do, that player puts it on
the bottom of their library and draws a ©

Plumeveil
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4/4, flying defender

